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One of key projects in the environmental sciences is to establish an analytical 
technology for monitoring contamination and endangered level of poisonous 
heavy metals in flowing water continuously, which is divided into two area 
involving in the monitoring with physical and chemical methods and with 
biological methods. However, the contamination status in local is only measured 
in front, which cannot point out the endangered level that the contamination kinds 
and level formed in the human and animals. It is for reason that a developed 
technology of biological monitoring has its science important role and 
significance. Here, using analytical technique of proteome, I have selected the 
various tissues and apparatus from the Paralichthys olivaceus as research 
materials for establishing a novel technique based on differential level of protein 
expression simply and effectively, which are suit for monitoring the 
contamination level in the flowing water continuously. Moreover, the 
experimental results that we have obtained are effectively employed to evaluate 
the contamination and endangered level of poisonous heavy metals continuously 
in flowing water. 
A universal method for protein extraction from the animal tissues cannot be 
found because of its heterogeneous. To enhance productivity of protein extracting 
and to reduce the interference of impurity based on assistant experimental largely, 
we optimized the method of protein extraction from tissue of Paralichthys 
olivaceus. Taking the brain tissue and using lysis buffer, we employed the 
TCA/acetone buffer to extract total protein from the fresh gill and liver from the 
Paralichthys olivaceus, which the high productivity of proteome was observed. In 















process of proteome and the high recovery ratio are also found during 
electrophoretic process. Besides the improvements on 2-DE, the staining and 
peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF) have been improved, we optimized the whole 
experiment produce, excluded a lot of random factors and enhanced the 
repeatability results, which a reliable method for proteomic analysis has been 
done successfully. 
 4
Using optimized two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE), the 2-DE maps 
from the tissues of brain and gill in Paralichthys olivaceus have been obtained 
under the normal and urgent conditions with cadmium exposing treatment, 
respectively. With 2-DE software analysis, we find that the total protein numbers 
approximately 500 spots are observed on the individual gel. With reference to 
urgent treatment condition of cadmium, we find that significant changes of 23 
spots in the expression level were detected in brain tissue, which indicate that the 
9 and 8 spots were up- and down-regulated respectively; the 2 spots were 
increment, and the 4 spots disappear in the gel respectively. In addition, total 18 
protein spots change in gill tissue, which shows the 2 and 1 spots were up- and 
down-regulated, the 8 spots increment, and the 9 spots disappear in the gel 
respectively. Moreover, these differential proteins are identified by PMF further. 
Based on experimental results, we suggest that the proteins both transferrin and 
Hsp70 in the cellular play an important role in resisting the cadmium toxicity. 
The mechanism of cadmium toxicity and the pathway of resisting that in the 
cellular have been primarily described. In addition, we suggest a damnification 
mechanism of the brain, indicating that the transferrin affects the distribution and 
metabolism of iron in the brain, which results in the normal physiological 
function in the fish brain cannot be carried out because of its damnification. It is 














attraction with the heavy metals. The differential proteins in the gill tissue are 
found to be variable calcium-binding protein concentration, suggesting that the 
cadimum toxicity in cell affects the level of calcium ions and its function.   
Here, the experimental results help to understand the mechanism of the 
cadmium toxicity, the reflection in ammonal behavior, and its resisting capacity. 
Moreover, both transferrin and Hsp70 protein show high sensitive to the level of 
cadmiun contamination, having characteristics of high repetition and sensitivity 
in analysis, which are suggested to be effective biomarkers for monitoring the 
contamination level as an early alarm signal. Analytical technique of proteome is 
suit for monitoring the contamination level in the flowing water continuously and 
researching on pollution and toxicology, which shows is highly significance and 
worth for research. 
  




















































































































Cd)、铅(lead, Pb)、铬(chromium, Cr)和类金属砷(arsenic, As)等对生物毒性较
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